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Dear Chief Executive Offcer,

Last Friday, the FDIC's Board of Directors made a series of very diffcult decisions to
ensure that our nation's deposit insurance system remains sound. First, we extended the
period in which the Deposit Insurance Fund reserve ratio must return to 1.15 percent
from five to seven years, due to the extraordinary circumstances facing the banking
industry. Second, we set an assessment rate schedule under which most insured
institutions would pay between 12 and 16 basis points before certain adjustments,
effective the second quarter. These rates are in line with the rates we had signaled would
be necessary last October to bring the reserve ratio back up to the statutorily mandated
minimum of 1. 15 within a reasonable period of time. Finally, and most importantly, we
adopted an interim rule setting a special assessment of20 basis points for June 30, to be
collected September 30. We welcome comments on the interim rule, which are due 30
days after its publication in the Federal Register.

The FDIC realizes that these assessments are a significant expense, particularly during a
financial crisis and recession when bank earnings are under pressure. Banks face
tremendous challenges right now even without having to pay higher assessments. We
also recognize that assessments reduce the funds that banks can lend in their communities
to help revitalize the economy.

But the reality is, without these assessments, the deposit insurance fund could become
insolvent this year. Because of rapidly deteriorating economic conditions, a large number
of projected bank failures are likely to occur this year and next. Without substantial
amounts of additional assessment revenue in the near future, current projections indicate
that the fund balance will approach zero or even become negative.

Some have suggested that we should tum to taxpayers for funding. But banks -- not
taxpayers -- are expected to fund the system, and I believe Congress would look
skeptically on such a course of action. Moreover, turning to taxpayer funding could open
up a whole new debate about the degree of government involvement in the affairs of
insured banks. The FDIC's guarantee has always been funded by the industry. All banks
benefit from the FDIC's industry funded status and should take pride in it. Keeping the



guarantee industry funded will serve banks well once this current crisis passes. Turning
to taxpayers for support, on the other hand, could paint all banks with the "bailout" brush.

Some have also suggested that the assessment burden should fall more squarely on
weaker, higher risk banks. In point of fact, the new risk-based rules we finalized on
Friday assure that the regular assessment system will charge higher risk banks
significantly more. But there is only so much burden that we can place on weaker banks
without forcing them into insolvency, a self-defeating exercise which would end up
costing the insurance fund even more. This is why a special assessment was deemed the
wiser course. Moreover, any system of insurance requires to some degree that premiums
paid by well-managed and healthier institutions cover the losses caused by their weaker
counterparts.

Finally, it has been suggested that the assessment should target larger banks. For risk-
based assessments, our statute restricts us from discriminating against an institution
because of size. We have asked for public comment, however, on whether the base for
the special assessment should differ from that used for risk-based assessments (e.g.,
should it be based on total assets instead of domestic deposits) and whether the special
assessments should take into account the assistance provided to systemically important
institutions.

The Board did not reach the decision to set a special assessment lightly. We did not want
to impose large assessments when the industry and economy are struggling. We searched
for alternatives but found none better. By making a finding of "extraordinary
circumstances," we can take more time to rebuild the insurance fund and avoid charging
substantially higher regular assessment rates than we adopted last Friday.

Under the current severe economic conditions, the FDIC's deposit insurance guarantee is
more valuable than ever. While many sources of bank funding have disappeared during
the past six months, deposits have not. They remain a stable source of funding because
depositors know that insured deposits are absolutely safe. No one has ever lost a penny
on an insured deposit.

The assessment rates that the Board adopted were deemed essential to ensure that the
deposit insurance system remains sound and that deposits remain a stable and affordable
source of bank funding. Most importantly, they were designed to maintain the public
confidence and respect of the FDIC and the institutions we insure.

Sincerely,~c~
Sheila C. Bair
Chairman


